Cross-comparison of time- and frequency-domain methods for monitoring the myoelectric signal during a cyclic, force-varying, fatiguing hand-grip task.
Various conventional methods to estimate the mean and median power spectral frequencies, and amplitude of the surface electromyogram during 30-90 min, cyclic, force-varying, constant-posture contractions were cross-compared in an experimental trial. The aim was to determine the most appropriate algorithm implementations and reduce the total number of algorithms that need to be considered when monitoring time trends. Subjects produced hand-grip contractions in a repeated intermittent pattern until exhaustion. For all estimated parameters: analysis of contraction levels below 25% maximum voluntary contraction produced poor estimates due to high relative measurement noise; parameter reproducibility was best when comparisons were aligned to the actual force produced rather than the target force and when the biomechanics of the contraction were more consistent; and estimates were not greatly influenced by the rate of change of the force trajectory. For frequency parameters: estimates based on the short-time Fourier transform were similar to those based on time-varying autoregressive methods; longer duration analysis windows exhibited better repeatability; and simple frequency-domain noise filters were not effective in reducing the impact of measurement noise. For amplitude estimates: whitening reduced the variance of the amplitude estimate; and the best analysis window duration was a trade-off between bias (decreased with a short duration window) and variance (decreased with a long duration window).